
State Strategies in Energy: Removing Barriers to Electric Competition in Rhode Island

Rhode Island’s Public Utilities Commission handed small businesses and other 
electricity customers in the state a win on July 1 when it voted unanimously to 
drop the so-called National Grid “billing adjustment” that had left thousands of 
customers facing unexpected charges on their bills last winter.

As co-chairman of the Rhode Island Small Business Advocacy Council, I inter-
vened in the case before the PUC on behalf of small businesses, which face some 
of the highest energy costs in the nation. 

My office advocated to eliminate the billing adjustment, like Massachusetts and 
New Hampshire did recently, as part of an overall effort to boost business friend-
liness and create the kind of robust competition from which everyone in Rhode 
Island can benefit.    

Interest in switching suppliers grew last winter after a significant rate hike by National Grid in January and marketing 
campaigns by several of the competitive suppliers. But many customers did not know – and were apparently never told – 
they might face an adjustment to make up the difference between the fixed rate they pay every month to National Grid and 
the actual variable rate National Grid pays for the supply.

The state Division of Public Utilities and Carriers, along with our office and the office of the Rhode Island Attorney 
General, received hundreds of complaints about the charges, and rightfully so. Depending on the timing of a customer’s 
switch, the adjustments could run in the hundreds or even thousands of dollars. 

One small manufacturer in northwestern Rhode Island, whose electric bills are normally about $2,200 a month, owed a 
whopping $1,845 after switching – negating the expected savings over the term of the new supplier’s contract.

All of the parties in the case came to support ending the billing adjustment, even National Grid, which conceded in testi-
mony that the practice had caused customer confusion and dissatisfaction. 

In the end, the Public Utilities Commission agreed: The billing adjustment has been a barrier to the type of competitive 
electricity market that could bring small businesses and residential customers real relief in their energy bills.

In a 3-0 vote, the Commission eliminated the adjustment immediately and decided to spread the cost to all customers 
who get their electricity distributed by National Grid. From January through the beginning of June this year, the amount 
totaled about $1.5 million, or pennies a month on the typical residential customer’s bill. It’s an investment worth making 
for the benefits of consumer choice and a truly competitive market.
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Rhode Island was the first state in the nation to allow retail choice, and our deregulation statute states that greater compe-
tition in the electric industry would stimulate economic growth and that it is in the public interest to promote that compe-
tition. Yet Rhode Island has struggled to develop a competitive market for home and small business customers.

Only about 6 percent of Rhode Island residential customers get their electricity from someone other than National Grid, 
while 20 percent of small businesses do. 

In Massachusetts, the residential figure is 17 percent. It’s nearly 38 percent in Pennsylvania and 44 percent in Connecti-
cut. 

There are a number of reasons, as independent energy expert John Farley noted in PUC testimony submitted on my 
behalf. Among them: the lack of significant price difference between National Grid’s “standard offer” and competitive 
offers; the high cost to suppliers to acquire individual mass market customers; a lack of awareness about the opportunity 
to shop for power; an undeveloped supplier market characterized by few entrants and limited product choices; and the 
obstacle of the billing adjustment that is perceived as a penalty for choosing another supplier.

Getting rid of the adjustment was a big step, but just the first one. Another is the construction of a consumer website that 
will help ratepayers navigate their choices of electricity supplier and calculate potential savings. We first advocated for 
such a site, modeled on one in Connecticut, in December, and it’s in the works.

Rhode Island is taking other positive steps to lower energy costs and address burdens on small business. The Fiscal Year 
2016 budget recently signed into law by Gov. Gina M. Raimondo eliminates the 7 percent sales tax that all nonmanufac-
turing businesses pay on their electric, natural gas and heating fuel bills. I also support longer-term regional efforts by 
New England’s governors, including exploration of regional energy infrastructure projects like an expanded natural gas 
pipeline. 

These are economic issues, and they demand our immediate attention. Without addressing high energy costs our small 
businesses, and the Rhode Island economy, will continue to be seriously disadvantaged. 

As a recently elected Lt. Governor, it is good to know the office can influence important public policy decisions. In the 
case of the billing adjustment, our intervention is pushing more electric competition and will potentially help ratepayers 
save millions.


